Amendment to Interconnection Agreement
And Standard Contract for Solar*Rewards Community
(Regarding Correction in Stated Service Address)

THIS AMENDMENT TO Interconnection Agreement and Standard Contract for Solar*Rewards Community Regarding Correction in Stated Service Address (this "Amendment") is entered into as set forth below, by and between ___________________________________________________ ("Interconnection Customer/Community Solar Garden Operator") and Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota corporation ("Xcel Energy").

Interconnection Customer/Community Solar Garden Operator and Xcel Energy have previously entered into an Interconnection Agreement for a Generation System pertaining to SRC #: ________________ ("Interconnection Agreement"), and for the same SRC# a Standard Contract for Solar*Rewards Community ("S*RC Contract") with the stated Service Address and property location of _____________________________________________________.

This Service Address and property location is incorrect, and this Amendment corrects this address. The Interconnection Customer/Community Solar Garden Operator and Xcel Energy desire to amend the Interconnection Agreement and S*RC Contract to correct this, and agree as follows:

1. **Capitalized Terms.** Capitalized terms used but not defined herein shall have the meanings set forth in the Interconnection Agreement and S*RC Contract except where indicated differently in this Amendment.

2. **Service Address and property location correction.** The new Service Address under the Interconnection Agreement, and the property location under the S*RC Contract is hereby corrected to be: _____________________________________________________________________. This Service Address and property location replaces the prior Service Address as set forth in Exhibits A, B, C, D, and E of the Interconnection Agreement and the property location reflected in the S*RC Contract.

3. **Revised Site Plan.** The address amendment does not require a revised Site Plan. The following amendment reflects the corrected Service Address and no changes were made to the site.

4. **No Other Amendments.** Except as specifically provided in this Amendment, no other amendments, revisions or changes are made or have been made to the Interconnection Agreement or S*RC Contract other than those amendments which have been authorized by the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission. All other terms and conditions of the Interconnection Agreement and S*RC Contract not subject to any other amendment shall remain in full force and effect, and the Parties hereby ratify and confirm their rights and obligations under the Interconnection Agreement and S*RC Contract, as amended hereby.
SIGNATURES

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have caused this Amendment to be executed by their duly authorized representatives. This Amendment is effective as of the last date set forth below. Each Party may sign using an electronic signature. Electronic signatures shall have the same effect as original signatures. Copies of signatures to this Amendment shall be as valid as original signatures.

Interconnection Customer / Community Solar Garden Operator

By: ______________________________
Name: _____________________________
Title: ______________________________
Date: ______________________________

Xcel Energy

By: ______________________________
Name: _____________________________
Title: ______________________________
Date: ______________________________